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What is electronic literature?



Digital narrative versus electronic literature



Time is a key element
in storytelling



Photography made time visible,
revealing whole new worlds 



Time Travel?



A time-based story is controlled.
It is an orchestrated experience.
Specific events in a specific order.



Space is connection. Engagement.
It is the place where we interact

with a narrative’s many dimensions.



A spatial narrative operates under a different logic than
time-based narrative.



Spatial stories are episodic. 
Have no predetermined order.
Privilege exploration over plot.
Enable collaborative storytelling.
Undertake world making.



What are some of the differences between 
spatial and temporal stories?





Myst and Exile







Spatial narratives often develop stories across different media



Narrative is movement



Link



Search



Hierarchize



Compare



Map



Guide



Aquire Agency



What is interactivity?



Interactivity versus Narrative

Interactivity versus narrative. Polar opposites?



Are all forms of narrative interactive?



Interactivity is driven by the user’s motives



In what ways might a game 
be a narrative?



Games are not stories, but we 
might think of them as spaces 
ripe with narrative possibility



Not all 
games tell 

stories



Many games have narrative aspirations



The experience of 
game play can never 
be reduced simply 
to the events of the 
plot



Games that do tell stories do it differently from other media



Is play a form of narrative?



Complementary to other forms of storytelling,
play is distinctly different.



Play takes place 
without spectators
and its performers 

engage directly 
with the 

metaphorical realm 
as a essential form 

of storytelling.



The pleasures of play come from the constantly
shifting and changing nature of the rules, and the
ability to create one’s own syntactical universe.
It is an act of creating something from nothing.

Second Front, a Second Life performance group



The act of creation engenders a world
where things become less important

than the ideas of things.



Play needs room. It is a way of imagining
alternate realities or altered selves for
purposes of personal growth.



Not only does play lack an audience,
but it is by definition unscripted.



Environmental storytelling is architectural
and site-specific



Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s Body Movies

Watch video at: http://www.lozano-hemmer.com/video/bodymovies.html



The story element in digital 
narrative is environmental --that is 
to say, it is infused in the physical 
space than an interactor navigates.



Environmental storytelling uses plot as an 
organizational structure for the design of 

imaginary geographies, of worlds



Spatiality is key in these worlds for these are spaces that
we physically navigate and move through…



These works often have what Russian filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein 
called ‘attractions’, moments with profound emotional effect, often 

instantiated in objects or other discrete elements



Spatial stories tend to have
“accordion-like structures”.

Moments can expand
or contract without harming 
the meaning of the overall 
plot



Plot versus Story

• Russian formalist critics 
distinguish between plot
(or syuzhet) or causal 
events and story (or 
fabula), the viewer’s 
mental perception of the 
story’s chronology or 
events



Repetition and redundancy is 
privileged in exploratory 
narrative structures over spaces 
and artifacts.

Why?

We might consider this 
accordian-like construction
a kind of architecture. 

Why?



Digital narratives can also take the form of 
authoring environments like Will Wright’s The 

Sims or Spore



A narrative on the nature of the medium
• It has been reported that Michelangelo was advised not to use 

stone as a medium. ‘Real artists’ used marble. Three centuries 
later the Impressionists were sneered at for using paint from tubes 

because ‘serious artists’ grind their own pigments. By the early 
years of our the 20th century, the Constructivists were criticized for 

using modern industrial materials like plastic and steel. Marcel
Duchamp was viciously attacked for his use of found materials.

• The lessons of history seems plain: the mainstream institutions of 
art and literature hate innovation that troubles the boundaries of 

forms.
• For the past 30 years computers have been the forbidden medium. 

It was OK for established artists and authors (Warhol and William 
Gibson) to use them, but for the up and coming it is a treacherous 
path. And yet real innovation rarely comes from people who work 

unquestioningly within old boundaries…

Adapted from Paul Brown, “An Emergent Paradigm” Digital Art Museum
http://dam.org/essays/brown01.htm
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